
Celebrate the 100th Anniversary of the
Apparitions of Fatima

GRACEWING
Fatima Handbook   Leo Madigan
An inexpensive and indispensable guide to Fatima - facts, timetables for ceremonies, a brief
history of the Shrine together with biographies of the visionaries, historic milestones in its
development, maps and a detailed guide to the buildings and their treasures.
9780852445327 254 pages  Illustrated £4.99

Fatima, Russia & John Paul II Timothy Tindal-Robertson
A full length account of how the end of Soviet Union is attributable to the hand of God
through the intercession of the Blessed Virgin Mary.  The author shows how the events in
Eastern Europe are connected to the requests and prophecies Our Lady made in Fatima in
1917, and he describes authentic spiritual signs and testimonies that clearly demonstrate
Mary's presence at key turning points in the series of changes that have occurred.
9780852443842 280 pages Illustrated £7.99

Marian Apparitions                                                                                  Donal Anthony Foley
This ground breaking book looks at the major approved Marian apparitions of the last five
centuries and relates them to important historical moments: the Reformation, the French and
Russian Revolutions, the rise of Nazism.  These Marian apparitions, and particularly Fatima are
not historically unimportant events, but rather follow a preordained plan: they have a crucial role
in helping us to see how the modern world, with all its problems, has developed.
9780852443132 464 pages Illustrated £20.00

The Youngest Prophet Christopher Rengers
The short life of Jacinta Marto, the youngest of the three privileged children who
were bearers of Mary's message of peace to the world at Fatima, is portrayed here
with a charm and simplicity that cannot but endear her to the hearts of all who read it.
978085244112 1 144 pages Illustrated £4.99

Ignatius Press

Fatima Mysteries Grzegorz Gorny & Januzs Rosikon
With impressive colour photographs on every page this book presents with in-depth
detail and insights, the whole story and message of Fatima..
978 162164 163 6hb 400 pages Illustrated £28.50

A Pathway Under the Gaze of Mary Barbara Ernster
This biography draws upon Sr. Lucia’s personal memories as narrated to the sisters with whom
she shared in her daily life for 57 years at the Carmel in Coimbra, Portugal. ; letters, writings
and private notes never before published, allow readers to experience her personal path of
joys and sufferings as she spread the message of Fatima  from the Lady brighter than the sun.
9780578158631 439 pages £16.50

Our Lady Came to Fatima Ruth Fox Hume
Who would have thought Our Lady would choose to come to Fatima, that remote farming
village on the rocky slope of in Portugal - young readers will be enthralled by the story of
the village, its people, scornful neighbours and puzzled parents.
9781586170360 190 pages £7.99

Fatima for Today Fr Andrew  Apostoli C.F.R
Our Lady's call to prayer is still relevant today.  Fr Apostoli carefully analyses the events
that took place in Fatima and challenges the reader to hear anew the call of Our Lady  to
prayer and sacrifice.
9781586174910 310 pages £14.99



DVD’s
Join Fr Apostoli on a pilgrimage to celebrate the100th Anniversary of the Apparitions:

Fatima £19.99  Incl VAT
Apparitions of Fatima £19.99   "
The Day the Sun Danced £15.00 "
Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima £24.00 "

Our Sunday Visitor
Our Lady of Fatima
This new pamphlet explains the story of Fatima, reveals the three secrets Our Lady
bestowed to the children, and offers suggestions to live out the call of Fatima.
9781681921013 Pamphlet sold in pack of 50 £12.50

Those Who Saw Her  Catherine M Odell
This second edition brings readers the latest developments, dates, and Church statements on the
Apparitions of Mary.
9781592765980 288 pages £12.99

TAN
Fatima - The Apparition that Changed the World Jean M Heimann
This beautiful volume - filled with more than 50 full-colour images - is a treasure for
long-time devotees of Our Lady of Fatima, as well as a gripping history for those who seek
to learn more about the dramatic events related to the apparition that have unfolded over
the course of the last century.
9781 505109535 152 pages £19.99

Our Lady of Fatima's Peace Plan from Heaven
A dynamic little booklet covering every aspect of Fatima - the story, the message, the
meaning.
9780895552174 32 pages £3.99

Fatima: The Great Sign Francis W Johnston
The story, the message and the meaning - this book penetrates deeply into the theology of Fatima.
9780895551634 148 pages £11.50

The Children of Fatima Mary Fabyan Windeatt
Known as the story teller of the saints, the author brings the lives of the three virtuous children
alive for young readers
9781505107128 56 Pages £9.99
Teachers Manual 9781505107111 £10.99 Workbook 9780895554192  £9.99

Jesus and Mary and the Story of Fatima
This fully illustrated book for little Catholics details the the Story of Fatima.
9781930873421 96 pages Illustrated £13.99

St Joseph, Fatima and Fatherhood  Msgr Joseph Cirrincione
9780895553843 62 pages £2.50
Venerable Francesco Marto of Fatima Msgr Joseph Cirrincione
9780895557834 40 pages £2.50
Blessed Jacinta Marto of Fatima Msgr Joseph Cirrincione
9780895557827 69 pages £2.50
Fatima's Message for our Times Msgr Joseph Cirrincione
9780895554031 72 pages £2.50
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